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Child information sharing legislation victoria

In response to the coronavirus pandemia (COVID-19), we are delaying the start of Phase 2 of CISS, FVISS and the risk assessment and management frameworks for period 2. It is now proposed to start in the first half of 2021. This delay will support the key role educators and universal health services
play in Victoria. Existing legislative frameworks for the proper sharing of information remain in force where there are concerns for the safety of children and victims of family violence. Mandatory reporting is also applicable to child safety concerns. Preparations for the start of Phase 2 in 2021 are continuing.
Departments and agencies continue to develop a range of support, such as toolkits, online briefings and workshops to support the implementation of CISS, FVISS and MARAM. The Victorian government has introduced two reforms that will be an integral part of promoting the well-being and safety of
children and reducing family violence: the Child Information Sharing System (CISS), which allows organisations and services to share information to promote the well-being and safety of children, and the Family Violence Information Sharing System (FVISS), which allows organisations and services to
share information to facilitate the assessment and management of the risk of family violence for children and adults. Together, these reforms create a more integrated collaborative system that will help improve outcomes for all Victorian children and families. In order to reduce family violence and promote
the well-being and safety of children , information sharing laws have changed. General information that facilitates transparency requirements in principle 5.1 and health protection principle 5.1 Laws governing the management of information on persons involved in family violence and the safety and wellbeing of children have changed. FVISS and CISS are changing the way information on victims, perpetrators, alleged perpetrators and other persons involved in family violence or child welfare or safety can be collected, used and shared. Part 5A of the Family Violence Protection Act 2008 (Vic) and Part 6A
of the Child Welfare and Safety Act 2005 (Vic) with their support regulations allow key organisations to share up-to-date and previously collected information regarding the risk of family violence and the well-being or safety of children - so that people are safe and perpetrators of violence in perspective. The
first group of organisations joined FVISS in February 2018 to better share information. On 27 September 2018, both the next phase of the scheme (which includes other organisations that will participate on board) and the first phase of the CIS were launched. Learn more about the family violence sharing
system and the child information sharing system (external link) Deaths and Marriages Victoria (BDM) treats privacy very seriously. However, the law allows BDM to share information when needed to promote the wellbeing or safety of Victorian children. On the Child Information Sharing System, the Child
Welfare and Safety Act 2005 (Act) and the Child Welfare and Safety (Information Sharing) Regulation 2018 (CIS Regulation) entered into force on 27 June 2005. The law and regulations allow certain organisations (information sharing bodies) to share confidential information to promote the well-being or
safety of Victorian children. In some cases, sharing this information is required by law. The registrar of birth, death and marriage is included in the law. Learn more about the child information sharing program (external link). Use This information is intended for information sharing entities (ISES) under
Victorian law. If you are a prescribed information sharing entity (ISE), you should: 1. Consider alternatives Is your BDM information request already permitted by another law? If so: use the procedures provided for in this Act. If not: you can request to share information according to the law. Request sharing
information under the law If you are an ISE, ask: Learn more about the types of information bdm holds. BDM will attempt to respond within five business days. However, it may take longer in periods of high demand or if the requirement is complex. We will contact you if we need further information.
Questions and complaints about privacy can be found in BDM's privacy statement. The system allows information to be shared between authorised organisations in order to promote the well-being or safety of the child. It's okay to share, it could make a difference. The child information sharing system
allows authorised organisations to share information to promote the well-being or safety of children. Many organisations are already working on this. The system expanded legal permissions for professionals to share and request information from other experts. This ensures that professionals working with
children can get a complete overview of the children they work with, making it easier to identify well-being or safety needs sooner and earlier according to them. Legitimate organisations include services that work with children, young people and families, such as child protection, youth justice, maternal
and child health and Victoria Police. For a list of authorized organizations and services, see the list of authorized organizations and services . Who's covered? All Victorian children and young people aged 0 to 18 are covered by the Child Information Sharing Programme. How sharing can change Watch
the videos below and hear from some of the program champions how sharing can make a difference. Liana Buchanan, Commissioner for Children and Young People Stacey Brown, Executive Director Children's Services Squad Sue Higgins, principal of St Kilda Primary School Child Link will be an online
platform that displays information about the child to authorised key professionals who have responsibility for the child's welfare and safety. Child Link and the Child Information Sharing Programme will work together to help professionals provide the clarity and tools they need to share important information
to help improve outcomes for children and young people in Victoria. For more information about the child link, see Link to child. Reviewed 03 December 2020 Engage Victoria is a Victorian Government Online Consultation Platform provided by the State of Victoria through the Department of Prime Minister
and Cabinet and supported by Harvest Digital Planning. It provides a platform for Victorians to engage in public decisions concerning them. Who are we? In these Terms of Use (including Community Guidelines and Privacy Policy), a reference to us, us or our reference to the Crown is in Victoria law and
includes its agents, tools, officers and employees from time to time, applicable to anyone who uses the Service, regardless of whether you are a registered user. By using this site By accessing and using this site, you agree that you understand and accept these Terms of Use, which include our privacy
policies, moderation policies and community guidelines. Please read all terms and conditions carefully. If you are under the age of 18, make sure that your parent or guardian understands and accepts these Terms of Use (including the Privacy Policy). Who can use this page? Anyone with internet access
and a web browser can visit Engage Victoria If you want to participate in interactive components such as commenting or voting on issues, you may need to register. These Terms of Use apply to anyone who uses the Site, regardless of whether you are a registered user. Registration with Engage Victoria
If you decide to register with Engage Victoria, you will be asked to provide information about yourself. How we protect and use your information is also explained in our privacy policy We will rely on the information you provide when you register. We'll assume it's accurate and up-to-date unless you inform
us that it's changed. Any user suspected of providing misleading information, misrepresenting their identity, or abusing the service will be suspended from registration. When you register with Engage Victoria, we'll ask you to choose a password. Please do not share your password with anyone else as you
are solely responsible for all activities that occur with this service through your account. If you believe that your account has been hacked or hacked, please inform us immediately via the Contact Us form so that we can take appropriate action. Posting content to Engage Victoria If you've signed up for
Engage you can post comments and upload content to the service. There are certain rules regarding you can and can not write on the web. These rules are explained in the Community Guidelines. By agreeing to these Terms of Use, you also agree to comply with the Community Guidelines. It is important
for us that the service is appropriate and safe for everyone who uses it. Therefore, if you violate these Terms of Use (including community guidelines), we may suspend your account or prohibit you from using this site. Unless otherwise specified by us, content you post to Engage Victoria will be visible to
all registered and unregistered users of the Service. We do not guarantee any confidentiality in relation to the content you post on Engage Victoria If you wish to provide confidential information, please contact the Agency's information regarding a specific consultation and agree on an alternative response
method. Do we watch content posted on Engage Victoria? We regularly monitor content posted to Engage Victoria, but it is not possible to keep track of all content submitted to the service at all times. This means that inappropriate content may appear on the site from time to time before we can remove it
in accordance with the Community Guidelines. If you want to report content that you deem inappropriate, you can do so by using the reporting feature or by email at Contact Us. Although we track public posts on the Site, we do not accept responsibility for third-party content posted on the Service. We
make no warranties, express or implied, regarding the timeliness, integrity, accuracy, accuracy, legality, reliability or quality of content posted on Engage Victoria. Content published by agencies, the public and other stakeholders to engage Victoria does not necessarily reflect the position, policies or views
of the Victorian government. When will we edit and remove content from Engage Victoria? You acknowledge and agree that we have ultimate editorial control over the Site and may modify, remove or exercise our discretion not to post any content from the Site for any reason. Without limiting this right, if
we identify content that is inaccurate, offensive, inappropriate, or in violation of community guidelines or other terms in these Terms of Use, we may remove the content. If you violate these Terms of Use (including community guidelines), can we suspend your account or prohibit you from using Engage
Victoria Who, which is responsible for content posted on Engage Victoria? All content posted by an individual on the Site is their sole responsibility. Engage Victoria is not responsible for the content that users pick up on the service. Engage Victoria does not approve of the views or materials contained in
the contributions of members of the public party or third party sites and is not responsible for the content, availability or performance of external sites of linked or hosting services. The content of the consultation presented through Engage Victoria is the responsibility of the the Agency or agencies
responsible for the specific consultation process and any questions or concerns should be directed to that agency using the contact details provided in the consultation. We do not accept responsibility for, arising out of or in connection with content posted on the Site. Engage Victoria is provided to you as
is and we make no statements, statements or warranties regarding the timeliness, accuracy, completeness or reliability of any part of the Service. If you wish to use or rely on content posted on engage victoria , it is your responsibility to independently evaluate the content and bear all risks associated with
your use or reliance on that content. You are responsible for ensuring independent verification of its accuracy, currency or completeness. You use engage victoria and rely on all information contained in this service at your own risk. What if you don't like engage victoria content? If you object to any content
in Engage Victoria for inaccurate, offensive, inappropriate or violation of community guidelines or other terms of use, please contact us. All messages will be evaluated, and if your objection is confirmed, the content will be hidden from public view. Please note that we reserve the exclusive right to make a
final determination of what is inaccurate, inappropriate or offensive. If we do not comply with your objection, we will tell you why your objection has not been accepted if we have your valid contact details. What if Engage Victoria doesn't work? Access to Engage Victoria relies on internet and network
technologies beyond our control. We do not guarantee that you will have 24/7 access to the service without interruption. We are not responsible for any loss, damage, cost or expense resulting from any delay in operation or transmission, communication failure, difficulty accessing the Internet or failure of
the device or software. If you're having trouble accessing Engage Victoria, please contact us. Unregister If you have registered with Engage Victoria but no longer wish to be registered, you can unsubscribe by contacting us. Content that you have posted on Engage Victoria may remain on the service
even after you have unsathed your registration and may be evaluated by agencies in their consultation processes. You are not eligible to remove this content. All terms of use (including community guidelines and privacy policies) will survive your registration. Cancel your Engage Victoria newsletter

subscription You can choose to receive newsletters and other updates from Engage Victoria by email. If you change your mind, you can opt out at any time by following the steps in the emails we send you. Links to other Engage Victoria websites may contain links to websites that are not controlled or
owned by us. This website and you should familiarize yourself with them. We are not responsible for the availability or content of any websites linked to or from Engage Victoria that are not owned or controlled by us. All websites linked to or from Engage Victoria are linked as they are and we: we sponsor,
endorse or necessarily endorse any content on this website; we make no warranties or statements regarding the quality, accuracy, marketability or suitability for the purposes of any content on this website; material on this website; make any warranties or statements regarding how other websites might
store or use your information if you provide them with your information directly or through cookies they place on your computer; you make warranties or statements regarding whether other websites contain viruses or malware, and we accept no liability for damages or losses caused by such virus or
malware. We do not agree with any behavior associated with a link to a linked site that could be illegal or a violation of rights. Other important terms Content engage victoria is provided for informational purposes only. No claim is made for the accuracy, currency or authenticity of the content engage
victoriaInformation and data is provided on the basis that all persons accessing the site transfer responsibility for assessing the relevance and accuracy and currency of its contentI do not clean any statements, express or predicted as to the accuracy of the information and data or the appropriateness of
such information and data for any particular purpose contained in engage Victoria We do not make any statements , express or implied , express or implied as to the accuracy or usefulness of any translation of engage victoria information or any linked website into another language If you use automatic
language translation services in connection with Engage Victoria, you do so at your own risk and we make no statement, express or implied, as to the accuracy or usefulness of any translation of engage victoria information We make no statements , express or implied as to the suitability of the Service and
any information and data or reliance on it (including translated information and data) for any particular purpose We assume no liability for any loss arising from the use of Engage Victoria We accept no liability for any interference or damage to your (or any other user's) computer , software or data that
occurs in connection with engage victoria or its use or any website linked to engage victoria without limitation permitted by law, we will in no way be liable for any indirect, incidental, consequential, special or exemplary damages of any kind, including but not limited to damages arising out of your access,
use or inability to access or use engage victoria, for any lost profits, loss of data or costs of purchase or replacement goods and services, or for any conduct or content of any third party on Engage Victoria We will not participate in disputes between you and other Engage Victoria users or between you and
third partiesWe expressly waive any warranties and conditions of marketability , non-intrusiveness and fitness for a particular purpose and any warranties arising out of any course of trading or performance or use of Engage Victoria, we make no warranty as to any information (oral or written) that you
have obtained from Engage Victoria, we disclaim all liability and all liability (including , without limitation, negligence) for any expenses, losses, damages and costs you may incur as a result of engage victoria information are inaccurate , incomplete or otherwise misleading in any wayWe may use
technology to protect the security of communications made through Engage Victoria. However, we are not responsible for the security, authenticity, integrity or confidentiality of any transactions and other communications made through Engage Victoria Make sure you keep your own copies of your content
as Engage Victoria may not archive, store or back up your content to make your content accessible online. Indemnification and release If you do anything that leads us to sue us or if you do not comply with what you have agreed to in these Terms of Use (including community guidelines and privacy
policy), you agree to indemnification and protect us from all costs, losses, liabilities, claims, expenses and any other expenses of any kind that we have suffered or incurred (including our legal costs) that arise or relate to your use of the Victoria Service. We reserve the right to assume sole defence and
control over any matter otherwise covered by this indemnification clause. If we do, you agree to cooperate and help us enforce any defense. You agree to vabe and vabe from us any actions, proceedings, claims or claims for costs and damages that may cause you at any time as a result of or in
connection with your use of engage victoria. Suspension or termination of access We may suspend or terminate your access to Engage Victoria at any time with or without notice and may do so for any reason. Intellectual Property You acknowledge that you own or have the right to use any copyrighted
material contained in your content and that you do not violate any person's rights by uploading content to Engage Victoria . All intellectual property in services (excluding content submitted by you and other users, including other government agencies), including but not limited to text, software, source code,
pages, documents and online graphics, photos, sounds, audio, video, and other interactive features, are owned or licensed to us and are protected by law, including the Copyright Act of 1968 (Cth). Engage Victoria may also contain third-party material that is protected by law. By agreeing to these Terms
of Use, you agree to grant us a worldwide, non-exclusive, perm, irrevocable, free license to use, copy, modify and otherwise address intellectual property (including but not limited to copyright) in all content you have submitted through Engage Victoria. Consent to moral rights To the extent permitted by
applicable law, you unconditionally and irrevocably consent and obtain all necessary unconditional and irrevocable written consent from others involved in the production of any content, any act or omission that would otherwise violate any moral rights in any content that you have transferred to Engage
Victoria, whether it occurred before or after consent. You agree that you may not institute, maintain or support any claim or action against us for violating your moral rights (or the moral rights of any third party) arising from the transmission of content through engage victoria . You agree that you must sign
documents and do all acts and things that we have reasonably requested for the purpose of implementing our rights in relation to your consent to moral rights. The applicable laws of your use of engage victoria and these Terms of Use (including community guidelines and privacy policy) will be governed
by and consted by the laws of the State of Victoria, which will have exclusive jurisdiction in all disputes. All claims relating to the use of Engage Victoria will be heard by the courts in Victoria, Australia. If you have access to engage victoria from outside Victoria, you do so on your own initiative and are
responsible for complying with applicable local and Victorian laws. Variant We may modify these Terms of Use (including Community Guidelines and Privacy Policy) at any time, with or without you. The updated Terms of Use (including Community Guidelines and Privacy Policy) will apply to you from the
moment they are published in Engage Victoria . You should visit this page from time to time to review the current terms of use as they are binding on you. We may change or terminate any information or features that are part of Engage Victoria at any time, with or without notice and without liability.
Severance pay If any part of these Terms of Use (including Community Guidelines and Privacy Policy) is found to be unlawful, invalid, or un enforceable for any reason, this part is considered to be of these Terms of Use and does not affect the validity and enforceability of the remaining parts. Entire
Agreement These Terms of Use (including Community Guidelines and Privacy Policy), which may change from time to time, constitute the entire agreement between us and you with respect to your use of engage victoria. Assignments You may not assign any of your engage victoria rights to anyone. If we
find that you have done so, we reserve the right to suspend and/or delete your Engage Victoria account and take further action if necessary. Justified.
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